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ABSTRACT

Our early work on the role of neutrinos of finite rest mass in
astrophysics and cosmology is reviewed briefly. The main results
are:

a) The neutrinos are sufficiently stable against radiative
decay to survive for periods IIUch longer than the age of

the Universe, or more explicitly, TO > 10
23

5 if av ~ 1 eV/

c2, T > 10245 if m = 20 eV/c 2 and T l~c2 > 1017s/eV ir-
respegtive of their mass. a

b) The sum of the masse~ of all the various types of neutrinos
is less than 35 eV/c •

c) If indeed any of th~ neutrinos should have a finite rest
mass of ~ 1-10 eV/c it can be responsible for causing the
apparent virial .ass discrepancy in large clusters of
galaxies.

These early ideas are extended to the case of the newly dis
covered T-neutrino to show that it also conforas to the limits indi
cated above.

INTRODUCTION

Astrophysics is usually the science in which the well-known
laws of physics are assumed to hold good even on the macroscopic
scale of the astronomical bodies and on this premise we try to un
derstand the nature and properties of the celestial objects. How
ever, the inverse situation where studies are done outside the man
made laboratories in nature, has yielded .any insights into basic
physics and, in particular, into the properties of the fundamental
particles. I have been motivated by this idea and today I shall
review some of my early work on the neutrinos of finite rest mass
specific to the interest of this conference.

Neutrinos of finite rest mass have fascinated physicists for a
long time and we are probably indebted to Markov (1964), Gerstein
and Zeldovich (1967) and to Bahcall, Cabibbo and Yahil (197l) for
some of the very first applications to astrophysics and cosmology.
Markov and also Bhadman (1974) had reviewed ih~ field until then and
suggested the possibility of neutrino stars.' Gerstein and
Zeldovich3 presented the first qualitative ideas and showed that the
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UPPER LIMIT ON nlE NElmUNO REST MASS

The hypothesis that the neutrino mass is %ero, though aestheti
cally very appealing. has had rather limited validation by experi
ments performed in the laboratory. By looking for cut-offs in the
spectrum oI ~decay electrons and muons on a Kurie ~lot! the follow
ing l~its hove been placed on the neutrino masses: 1-3

~ < 60 eV/c 2; mv < 0.5 MeV/e 2
i mv < 250 MeV/c2• (1)

e ~ t

Yplasmon .. " + " •

Since weak interactions can also proceed through neutral currents,
one could have all the kinematically allowed neutrino pairs (veve'
v~v~, etc.) on the right-hand side of the above reactions. The
actual density of neutrinos then is to be obtained by balancing, in
detail. the rates of such processes with the rate of destruction of
neutrinos through mutual annihilation and such other processes.
Fortunately. however, this horrendous task is simplified, at least
for the "e and v~ (with. < 1 MeY/c21. by the consideration that, in
the early universe. the density of e and e- is so hieh that the re
actions rapidly drive the neutrinos into thermodynamic equilibrium.
With this reali%ation, we can immediately write for the na-ber den
sity of ve or v~ and, in fact, for that of any of the fermions and
bosons to be

These !;~~ts. raTt~~~!arly for ~ 8pd vt' certainly need further
i~rr~vem~nt to validate the cano~;~al ~ssumption of ma~slessness.
T!:-:: i:!ea ~-::!::':ld t~e a5troph:,si('~! !l!ethod i5 that if one has a suffi
ciently large number of neutrinos. one can weigh them, as the gravi
t~tional ~or~e due to a !3~ge ensemble of neutrinos and antineutrinos
3J~ UF The ~!sn is theTefo~e t~ detect the net gravitational in
teraction of the large number of ~eutrinos in the universe using the
z~ '.ay.ies :~; test paTti'.::les! In ~ i '5c1.,s s i ng this problem, we take the
~~stom2ry ?oint of view that the universe is expanding from an ini
tially hot con~ense~ state as envisaged in the Big-Bang cosmology.34

We will ~ow proceed to calculate the number density of neutrinos
~~d see what effect they have on the motion of the galaxies. In the
early phase of the universe when the temp~sature was greater than
.". ;. l~eV, processes of neutrino production which have aIso been
:0~sidered in the context of high temperature stellar cores would
:ead to a ~e~e~ation of various kinds of neutrinos. Some of these
reactions are listed below:

(2)e + % .. e + % + " + "

+ - -e +e .. ,,+v

measured age of the universe restri~ts the IIIaSS of a neutrino to be
less than '" 140 eY. and Bahcall et a!. argued that if neutrinos had
a finite rest aass. they could decay into lighter neutrinos and
bosons and used this as a possible basis for understanding the low
counting rate in the "Solar-Neutr~ni" experiment. 4 My own interest
in the neutrino-induced phenomena - in nature and their cosmologi
cal effects has been a longstanding one (Cowsik et al., 1963, 19~4,

1966. 1969) and on the particular topi~ of neutrinos of finite rest
IIIaSS. I have considered basically three questions.

i. ~ effect of aassive neutrinos in cosmology, leading to an
upper limit on the sum of their masses (Cowsik and McClelland, 1972).

ii. Clustering of neutrinos l O and the virial wass uiscrcpancy
in the Coma-cluster of galaxies (Cowtik and McClelland. 1973).

iii. The stability of neutrino51 and limits Oil their decay rate
(Cowsik. 1977, 1979).
Topic i was also considered by Marx and szalay12 (1972), topic ii
somewhat later. Marx and Szalayl3 (1976) and iupportive arguments
for topic iii were given by Falk and Schramml (1978).

.\fter this, many important developments took p1t§e concerning
the question of massive neutrinos: Lee and Weinberg considered
the contribution of very massive neutrinos mv > i MeV/e2 to the cos
mological energy density (see also Dicus et al., 6 1977), Gunn et al.
(1978) discussed the astrophysical conseq~ences of the existey§e of
a very heavy neutrino17 with mv ~ 2 GeV/c , Tremaine and Gunn
(1978) have emphasized the fact that neutrinos behave like collision
less gas and would therefore evolve without any change in density in
phase space and finally Steigman and Schramm18 (1930) have reviewed
the most recent astronomical observations which lend support to the
idea that neutrinos indeed are responsible for binding the large
clusters of galaxies.

The theoretical implications of neusrijos of finite rest mass
have been discussed by several authors,2 -2 notably by Gell-Mann
et al. (1975). and reviewed with extensive references by Mohapatra
and Senjanovic (1980), by Pakvasa (1980) and by Witten (1980).

With the news of a possible experimental detection of a finite
rest aass for the neutrino in the range 14 eV/c2 < ~ < 46 eV/c2 by
Lubiaov et al. 24 (1980) and oscillations of

2geutrinos
with a mass

difference ~2 '" 1-10 ey2 by Reines et al., there has been a great
resurgence of interest. The theoretical ideas and the astronomical
data pertainina to the question of massive neutrinos are being
scrutini%ed carefully again by De ~~j~Aa and Glashow. Stecker,
Kimble et al •• Cowsik and Shipman. -

In this talk, I shall. mainly review my early work on the role
of massive neutrinos stated in terms of the three basic questions i,
ii, and iil. cited above. Near the end of the talk, I shall show
how the t-neutrino could also be included in these discussions.

•~ [ p2dp
"Fi 2 2h3 exp[E/kT(%)] + 1

W 0 eq
(3)
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and

Since (1 + z) .. Trad(Z)/Trad(O) , the number density at the present
(z • 0) is given by

-3 rtr ad(0), 3
npi(O) .. nFi(zeq)(1 + Zeq) .. 0.0913 li~J

rTrad (0),3
n

Bi
(0) • 0.122 gi t ''Ie :J • (8)

Using Trad(O) • 2.7'" l.as the present-day radiation temperature of
the universe, we get

1
1
1
I

1

J

I
I

(13)

(11)

(12)

(9)

1.3 x 10- 29 I cm-3 s 8 x 10
3

eV/c
2

cm-
33H~~

,. 4'11G s

-3 -3
npi(O) =ISO gi cm j nBi(O) =200 Ii em

Pt ot

LIi mi S 53 eV/c
2

•

Taking Ii .. 2 and keeping in mind that particle and antiparticle
aasses are the same,

Or, siJap1y

This 8 keY ca-3 is the total energy density in all f01'lll5 in the
universe. The weakly interacting particles alonl would contribute

density Pweak liven by

Pweak .. LnBi -i + npj .j

• L200 Ii mi + L150 Ij .j < Pt ot •

These numbers are huge in comparison with the number density of
baryons36 in the universe, S 4 x 10-6 cm-3• Consequently, even if
the neutrinos have a very small rest mass, they would dominate the
dynaaics of the universe.

ICe will now proceed to set an upper limit to the energy density
in the universe, contained in all forms. The cosmological expansion
of the universe as traced by the red-shift of the galaxies is des
cribed in terms of two parameters:

a) The HubbIes' constant which measures the rate of change of
expansion velocity with distance, designated by Ho ,. SO km/sec/Mpc

and, b) The deceleration parameter, the second derivative of the
expansion velocity designated by llo ,. 0.94 ± 0.4. These quantities
are taken fro.. measurements by Sanaage. There is a third quantity
which pertains to the expansion of the universe, namely,

c) The age of the univer~e which is designated by to and is
shown to be longer than 8 x 10 years using observations of old
globular clusters. These three parameters are not independent of
each other but are related through the equation

34

-1 -S/l -1 1 1 112t .. H 0 (20. _ 1) [cos (- - 1) - - (20 - 1) 1· (10)
o 0 '0 '0 ~ ~ '0

Equation 10 imPlie~ ~ s 1.2 quite consistent with Sandage's
37

di
rect determination us~ng plots of red-shifts of galaxies versus
their aagnitudes. The Hubble parameter Ho and the deceleration
paraaeter ~ define clearly the dynamics of an isotropic, homogene
ous, expand~ng universe with a density, Ptot' given by the expres-

sion

(7)

(6)

(4)I· I
nBi .. 21r2~3 0 - .~

k" Boltzmann's constant

3
nBi(zeq) ,. 0.122 li[T(Zeq)/hc] •

As the universe expands and cools down, the neutrinos and such other
particles survive without annihilation because of the extremely
su11 cross sections for the annihilation of light neutrinos. Anti
cipating our discussion in the second section, we will neglect also
the decay of these particles so that their number density decreases
with the universal expansion simply as

V(z ) 1 3
n(z) ,. n(ze ) ~V(e) ,. n(z ) ( + z) 3 •

q Z eq(l+z)
eq

T(zeq) ,. Trad(Zeq) ,. Tp(Zeq) .. TB(Zeq)
.. common temperature of all the particles in theraal equi

librium at the epoch characterized by the red-shift Zeq'

Initially, to get the leneral idea of the method, let us consider
only the light particles like ve and v~ with

kT(zeq) ,. 1 MeV> me
2 • (5)

Then Eqs. (3) and (4) integrate to
3

nFi(zeq) .. 0.0913 gi[T(Zeq)/hc]

and
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Lmi S 13 eV/c2 • (14) LIMITS ON RADIATIVE DECAY OF NEUTRINOS

(17)v + x + y

where x is any particle with a aass smaller than~. pe f!action
of the neutrino energy carried by the photon is 11 • (mv - IDx)/~ =
0.5 if ~ is saall compared with 1IIv' We can then make use of the
observatIonal limits on the photon intensities from the sources of
neutrinos to place limits on the radiative stability of the neutrino.
We shall proceed to derive these limits, considering sequentially,
the cases where progressively longer times are available for the
neutrinos to decay.

Studies at Particle Accelerators
Here the neutrino fluxes are generated by the decay of mesons

and aesons produced by a high energy proton beam interacting with a
target of nuclei. The neutrino fluxes at CERN have a aean energy of
~ 1 GeV and their decay will yield gamma rays of similar energy.
These y-rays would easily be detected in the spark chambers used in
the "neutral current" experiment. The decay l~ngth available for
the neutrinos is at least several meters (~10 cm). We can safely
assert that the number of gamma rays that would have been produced
arrivinc in the direction of the beam due to the decay of neutrinos
is less than the total number of neutral current events which have a
similar signatur,. Equating the expected number of decays of neu
trinos i! a ~ 10 ca path with the number of v-i~uced events
(0 ~ 10- 9 ea2) in a target of thickness NT • 10 5 nuclei/ca2, we
have

In this section, I discuss the limits that can be placed on the
radiative instability of neutrinos from a variety of observations.
In this regard, I am motivated by several papers4,38-40 which have
considered the possibility that neutrinos could have finite rest
..ss and could, therefore, decay. One particular set of these39,40
considers the aixing of ve and Vy and predicts observable widths for
the lepton-number-nonconserving decays, such as ~ + e + y and
v~ + ve + y. Independent of such theoretical considerations, it is
worthwhile to study the observational limits on such processes.

The astrophysical environment provides excellent possibi~ities

for such a study of very weak processes: Pathlengths of ~ 10 em
are available for the decay process to take place, huge in compari
son with the ~ 102 cm available in most laboratory studies. Also,
there are regions, such as the cores of very hot stars, where the
weak process doainates, as the products of the competing electro
magnetic channels are suppressed completely because of the enormous
time scal~s needed for the diffusion of photons to the stellar
surface.

Recognizing that both neutral and charged currents are of com
parable strength in weak interactions, one finds that there are
several locations in nature where copious generation of ve and v~,

etc., takes place. Consider, at first, the possibility that the
neutrino decays solely through the channel

(16)

(15)

.---..1«'

t 3 2 2
L a i < 1.3 x (1.4) eV/c < 35 eV/c •

-

o..tr t",J ft...... eM,,) 'Ot 'tatl;'. LO

lOll

Fig. 1. The density of the universe con
tributed by neutrinos of various masses.

This .eans that the sua of the masses of all the light neutrinos and
any hypothetical weakly interacting bosons is less than 13 eV/c2•
However, in the calculations performed so far, we have neglected the
fact that the positrons which were also created copiouJly would have
annihilated and raised the temperature of the universe by a factor
of ~ 1.4. This aeans that we should have used Trad • (2.7/1.4)°1 in
the fo~la for the densities in Eq. {8). This leads to the slight
ly less restrictive limit

If a neutrino of a particular type saturates this limit~ the other
neutrinos should have zero mass. This limit of 35 eV/c is a con
siderable i8pr0veaent over the limit of 60 eV/c 2 for ve obtained
froa the study of tritium-decay and certainly reduces the 0.5 MeV/c 2
liaits on Vu draaatically.

We have derived
the above limit assum
ing that the masses of
the neutrinos are saall
er than ~ 1 MeV and that
they were in thermody
namic equilibrium with
the radiation field.
If the mass of a neutri
no is much larger than
~ 1 MeV, as could very
well be true, a priori,
for v" then such neu
trinos would move away
from thermodynamic equi
librium and their number
densities at present
would become progressive
ly much smaller with in
creasing mass, than the
numbers predicted by Eq.

(9). The actual numbers are controlled by a detailed balancing of
the reactions that produce them and ttgir annihilation in a rapidly
expanding universe. Lee and Weinberg have made these estimates
and were first to point ou~ that unless my is greater than 2 GeV,
their cosmological number densities will be too large to be consis
tent ytth the value of Ptot defined in Eq. (11). Similar calcula
tions were also performed by Dicus e1 al. and their results are
well exhibited in the following figure 7 taken from Gunn et al.
Thus, the ..in results are

r avi < 35 eV/c2 for .v < 1 MeV/c2

~i :> 2 GeV/c2
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Atmospheric Neutrinos
Cosaic rays produce neutrinos7,43 in the earth's atmosphere in

a aanner very similar to that described in the previous section and
the events iaduced by these are recorded by instruments placed deep
underground. 4 The my!n en~rgYlof tye neutrinos is again ~ 1 GeV
and the flux is ~ 10. em- s- sr- • The total event rate, R, is
10- 13 em-2 s- sr-. The decay length available at the apparatus
is several aeters. We can therefore write

Supernovae
These occur in a galaxy once in a hundred years and radiate

energies about a few hundred times larger than emitted in the forma
tion of a white dwarf. The mean energy of the radiat~ neutriyos if
~ 10 MeV, and with the gamma-ray flux limits of ~ 10- cm-2 s- sr
one obtains

Here TU • 1018 s is the "age" of the universe and Ru .. 1028 cm is its
"radius". The observations of x-ray astronomers47 yield a flux limit
Fx- r ay < 10- 1 cll-2 s-l sr- l which corresponds to

T > 1022 s or T /m c2 > 1017 s/eV • (23)
V 0 V

TO > 1019 s if mv ~ 10-3 eV/c2 • (26)

On the other hand, if mv • 1 eV/c 2, their decay would yield a flux
of optical photons. US1ng the ~bservational It-it on the background
starlight flux of ~ 3 x 108 c.- s·l provides the limit

TO > 1023 s if 11'1. 1 eV/c2 • (27)

Such considerations are further worked uiton recently by De Rujula
and Glashow,26 Stecker,27 liable et al. 2 and by Shipman and

TV > 3 x 1023 s or TO/~ > 3 x 1016 s/eV • (24)

Falk and Schru.14 have elaborated on this point lending further
support to these results.

Neutrinos in "Big Bang" Cosmology
Noting that neutrinos of energy ~ 100 keY live longer than

1022 s, one realizes that neutrinos generated during the condensed
phase of the universe will have survived until the present epoch.
Thus, the limits on the neutrino masses derived in the second section
using the dynamical effects of the cosmological neutrinos on the
present day expansion of the universe are valid. If mv is indeed
larger than ~ 10-3 eV/c 2, these neutrinos would have behaved as a
non-relativistic gas during the expansion of the universe at red
shifts z < 1 (i.e., during the relatively recent past of ~ 3 x 1010
yr). This expansion would have slowed the neutrinos down to non
relativistic velocities and any hypothesis decay would yield photons
with energy comparable to their rest mass. The numb~r density of any
one type of neutrinos and antineutrinos is ~ 400 cm- and yields a
photon flux of

n R
F e ~ .. 1031/T (25)
Y TV 0

(assuming To > TU ~ 1018 s). The background photon flux has a maxi
mum at the peak of the blackbody curve at 2.7- l, where the relic
microwave should not distort the Planckian spectrum substantially,
yields

(22)

(21)

(20)

(18)

(19)

T > 3 x 106 s .v

T
or ~ > 10- 5 s/eV •

~c

FV ! >104 s
TV If c

White Dwarfs and Central Stars of Planetary Nebulae
It is well-known4S, 46 that these stars cool rapidly by neutrino

eaission. An order of magnitude estimate of the neutrino fluxes
emitted by such objects can be obtained by equating the gravitation
al energy released in their formation ~ GM2/ R, with the energy C!~
ried away ~y the neutrinos. With the !Bsumptions M • No • 2xlO g
and R • loa· 5 ca, a total flux of ~ 10 neutrinos at Ev ~ 100 keY
is radiated into the universe during the formatiyn of such an objec~

The rate if formation of white dwarfs is ~ 1 yr- in a galaxy. With
M, a l .. Ii I and the lDean density of the universe due to galaxies,
0u .. 10- 1 g ca-3, one will expect an x-ray flux from space of

F _ GM2 PUTU~

Y - ~ 3 x 10' x 1044 T
V

Fv 1 t
T • -F lit > - - or
v y NTac

Since TV .. ToEv/ rAvc2 and Ev .. 109 eV

To/~c2 > 3 x 10-3 s/eV •

Solar Neutrinos
If we make the eminently reasonable assumption that the energy

generation in the sun is due to the synthesis of protons to yelium
~lei, then at the earth we expect a neutrino flux of ~ 101 em-2
s- irrespective ~f any specific solar models or details of nuclear
reaction chains. 4 These neutrinos have a mean energy of ~ 200 keY
and their decay during the ~ 500 s flight from the sun to the earth
would result in an intense x-ray flux. The observations indicate
that the x-ray flux froll the quiet sun is below the level of detec
tability at ~ 10-4 em-2 s-l; this yields

TV > loll :4500• 5 x 1017 s or T02 > 2 x 1012 s/eV •
10 IIvC
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decay rate from the flux of the decay product and discuss its ~r
tance relative to radiative decay. If. however. the decay products
have weak inte~actions alone. one may pr~sent the following argu
ments. Using the studies of v-induced reactions at nuclear reactors
and cos~ic ray expy~iments deep under~round. one ian set
TVe/~c ~ 3 x 10- s/eV and T~/mvc ~ 3 x 10- 1 s/eV. where To is
tge 11fetime due to all th~ decay modes. These limits are not very
restrictive. and if To/mvc < 10.5 s/eV. the neutrinos will decay
inside the stars and the limits derived earlier will then apply to
the radiative instability of the decay products x. y. %••••

On the other hand. one general consideration. the expected life
time'for the decay of neutrinos into only weakly interacting parti
cles is rather long. Here I wish to consider two cases: (a) When
the lifetime T for the competing process is longer than or compara
ble to the typical times involved in the discussions above. the
limits remain essentially unaffected (i.e •• if T > 500 s for the
sollr neutrinos and T ~ 1018 s for the three previous cases. (b) If
10 s < T < 1 s. then the neutrinos will escape the stellar regions
(T/mvc 2 > 10.5 s/eV) and their radiative decay can become observable
depending on the relative strengths of radiative decay and the other
decay modes. Arguments presented above imply

v IS rev + x + y) IS
To viToe > 10 or "~~ ~_" < 10· (21')

3 x 105 or r(~/:.~_~\Y) < 3 x 10-6 (all types)(24')

Cowsik. 30 In Table I. we summarize the limits derived in the last
six subsections. Notice that the limits based on accelerators and
atmospheric cosmic ray neutrinos are necessary to preclude the possi
bility that the neutrinos will decay inside the stellar sources them
selves. The limits derived from the stellar sources allow us. in
turn. to consider the neutrinos of cosmological origin and show that
these neutrinos would have survived decay until the present epoch.

TABLE 1 - L1NITS 011 NEUTRINO L1ffilIlES

$IIIIlC£ IlfUTRIIlO Ev (JIS£RVATUIIW. LOIIEI L1NIT
IlEJlSITY EYIOUCE tol"v

~celerlto" lo1/pulse 'loGe' Taul .... of ..ewts , a IO-'sec/o'

blsalc '" 0.la.-2sa<,l sr-l ...se, F ... 10· U..-lsac_l 10-Ssac/aY
"",,trlllOs y'"

Sun 1011..- 2slC- 1 200 Fy:t 10-4..-ls.,1 2 1012slC/eY
~Y

~Ita
1058/V.0 100 Fy::: 10-1..-lsac-1Sr - l 1017slC/ eYilMrfs. ate

~Y

ISuper...... 4.1058/ SN 10 F ... 10-' -2 -1 -1 , a 1016sec/.'

lilY
y'\t C8 sec II"

~_s 100 ca-' 6110-4 F :l: ,"loI..-2soc-lsr-1 to > le2'slC
aY y at la'

F ... 10U..-l,ec-lsr-l to> 1019
, 1C

y'" at 10-'"

Tor>
o

Tor>
o

104 rev .. x + y) < 10.4 (all types)
or r(total)

(23' )

In this hypothetical decay. the sum of the masses of x. y. %••••
should be less than mv and none of the particles can satisfy this
condition. other than neutrinos and photons. of course. And yet. if
any of x. y. %•••• is easily observable. we may try to estt.&te the

Effect of Competing Channels of Neutrino Decay
Let us now consider. briefly. the consequences of the existence

of competing processes to the radiative decay of the neutrino. For
example. the very existence of the vertex v + x + y implies a cor
responding electromagnetic interaction of v with the Coulomb fields
of nuclei: v + Z :. Z + x. This interaction can possibly generate
a comparatively rapid "stimulated decay" chain v + x + v + x ..•
during the transit of the neutrino from the stellar interiors to the
surface. Since the stars do evolve by rapid loss of energy in some
form, one can assert that the particles do escape fro. the star,
still retaining a good fraction of their energy. Under these circum
stances, the limits derived above are not affected substantially.

There is also the possibility. though theoretically unlikely.
that other relatively rapid modes of decay besides v + x + y exist,
such as

v + x + y + % + ••• (28)

BINDING LARGE CLUSTERS' OF NEUTRINOS WITH NEUTRINOS

We have shown in the second section that a very large number of
neutrinos produced in the Big Bang fill the universe and that even
if they should have a rest mass of only a few eV/c2 they would domi
nate the gravitational dynamics of the universe. This is particular
ly true when we consider the fact that the cosmic density of all
visible matter is only ~ Pcri~/IOO. One consequence of this is that
through their mutual gravitatlon interactions, neutrinos may have
triggered the initial condensations that lead to the formation of
clusters of galaxies. If this is true. then one may expect that in
large clusters there might be substantial amounts of unseen mass in
the fora of neutrinos. This expectation is inde~ borne out by the
observations of several clusters of galaxies. 36 • 0 Several careful
analyses of the peculiar motion of individual galaxies in the Coma
cluster indicate that there is a substantial discrepancy between the
sua of the masses of the individual galaxies (S x 1048 g for
H

o
~ SO k • s·l m;~) and the mass required to gravitationally bind

the cluster (~ 4 ~ 1049 g). These analyses also indicate that this
discrepant _ss is not a single large massive black hole but a SIIOoth
distribution sharply concentrated near the center following the gen
eral pattern traced by the galaxies themselves.
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8 h6
m -6" ---G3R3M • (31)

c c

Alternatively. following Landau and Lifshitz50 the self-consistent
equilibrium of a graVitating cloud of Fermi gas at zero temperature
yields the result

Because of the very high power of ~ involved in Eqs. (28) ~d (29),
they ~th yield essentially the same results: mv" 3 x 10- g ..
2 eV/c. In Fig. 2, we show the surface density calculated in the
self-consistent potential with the observed distribution of
galaxies. 35

To check, qualitatively, the hypothesis that neutrinos of finite
rest mass are responsible for this binding, we construct a simple
model of the Coma cluster in the form of a gravitational potential
well of constant depth extending over the core region of high galac
tic density (Rc • 0.7 ~ = 2.1 x 1024 em). This well is then filled
with neutrinos which ari-treated like a Fermi-Dirac gas at zero tem
perature. The total number of neutrinos that can be accommodated
inside the well is given by

[
2111 U] ~

N .~ ~ • (29)
" 31T2 Jt2

!:!.ere we have assumed two helicity states for each of \/u. VII' "(' and
". Also, m" • common rest mass assumed for each of the neutr~nos:

Ve•
4/3 ~ _ volume of the potential well; U • G M~vlRc • 1.3 x

1017 erg g 1 • depth of the potential well • rinetic energy needed
for the neutrinos to escape from the cluster. Notice that for Mc '
~e have used the total discrepant mass of the cluster =4 x 1049 g.

Now, in order that the neutrinos may be responsible for binding
the cluster, we set Me .. N" m,,: substituting for Uw in Eq. (29), we
find

4 x 1053(~C2/l eV)
~ • 1 5 g • (32)

(1 + z) •

Equating 10\1 and the ~isual mass Mc of the COIU-cluster, we find
z • 400-1000 for -VC .. l-~O eV. The kinetic energy of neutrinos at
that time is kT" .. 2 x 10- (1 + z)2/(~c2/1 eV) and the Jeans mass
MJ is of the order of 10\1.

RADIATIVE STABILITY AND MASS OF THE TAU-NEUTRINO

Notice t~e rather good fit between theory and observation in
the central regions of the cluster. One should include effects of
finite temperature of neutrinos to reproduce thellong tail in the
distribution of the galaxies. Tremaine and Gunn have pointed out
a very interesting point that the neutrinos with their weak inter
actions evolve as a collisionless gas and by Liouville's version,
the thermal neutrinos will preserve phase space densities with occu
pation numbers 1/2 instead of 1 as implied in Eq. (29). Two points
are worth noting in this regard: a) If the phase space distribution
is lumpy to start with. then these lumps can be brought together
through the dynamical friction with ordinary matter in the cluster
which can radiate away energy and b) models with an occupancy number
of 1/2 are not very different from the one that we have presented.
Before closing this section. it is interesting to note that the
total aass in neutrinos contained within the horizon at a red-shift
z behaves as

Experiments performed at colliding e+e- 33 beams over the last
few years have established the existence of a third sequential lep
ton, t, at a mass of 1.78 GeV/c2 along with an associated neutrino
\It' Though the properties of tt are being measured with progressive
ly greater precision. 33• 5l,52 the only results53,54 on" are that
mvt s 250 meV/c2 and its coupling has the usual strengthTand the V-A
form of weak interactions. Further, there seems to be little hope
of improving the mass limit in the foreseeable future. In order to
delineate its properties, we therefore take recourse to the astro
physical methods, the efficacy of which are well demonstrated for
the case of the other neutrinos. But, for the astrophysical argu
ments to be applicable, we have to first show that the" produced
in the astrophysical setting lives long enough to have o~servable
effects. To Shis end we utilize t~ accelerator experiments to show
that to/mvTc is longer than ~ 10- s/eV. We then start the astro
physical discussions with a calculation of the effect of radiative
decay on the primordial He and D abundance. Our discussion here is
distinct from earlier work in that we consider the effect of photo
dissociation of the nuclei which indeed is the stronger and more
direct effect as compared with the indirect effects of an increased
radiation field discussed earlier. We then consider the emission of
\It from supernovae and show that their radiative lifetimes exceed
the age of the universe. Thus, the large nuaber density of \It of

(30)h6
",o.5~

G Rc c

Fig. 2. The radial distribution of
neutrino density compared with that
of the galaxies. One has to include
the effects of finite neutrino tem
perature to reproduce the tail in the
distribution •
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Now should ~~ decay through either of the channels \/ .. y + x or
\/1: .. e + x, it would simulate \/ue-scattering events Ind would be re
corded. An upper limit to the nuaber of such events in their appa
ratus is ghen by the maximua IIIIIIber of background events of ~ 10.
This leads to the inequality

IE (-1. 7xIO-
6

IIIv C
2
) [ . [5><10-

8
IIIv C

2
)]

l-:X up 1:
nE

T J 1 - exp 1:,.E r J P(E)dE < 10. (35)

cosmological neutrinos should conform to the upper limits on the
mass expressed in Eq. (IS).

Results from Accelerators
The generation and the decay properUes of. the T lepton have

been studied in detail by Bacino et al. at SPEAR using the DELCO
detector. which provides nearly a 4w coverage. They have measured
the specuu. of electrons arising frOll 1:- .. e-v. \/T and find an ex
cellent fit to the theoretical exp~ctations witg standard V-A coup
ling for both the 1: - \/1: and e - \/e vertices. If the \/1: should
decay inside their apparatus of dimensions ~ 20 em giving rise to
either a ,.... ray or an electron. there would be a recognizable
signal and it would contaminate and disturb the fine agreement be
tween experiment and theory. Absence of any such effects indicate
that the lifetime of \/ is longer than ~ 10- 9 s in the lab-frame;
with the aean energy 01 \/T being ~ 500 MeV this corresponds to

2 -18T 1m c ~ 2xlO s/eY. (33)
o \/1:

This result is shown in Fig. 3 where cross-hatchings indicate for
bidden regions in the 11\/1: - ToIm\/1: plane.

We nov turn our iitt6irtiu., to the experiment performed by
Heisterberg et al. 56 at Fermilab to measure the cross section for
the process \lu + e" .. \/ + e", The muon-neutrino beam was produced
by allowing an immense ~luence of 1019 protons at ~ 350 GeV to be
incident on a target. one interaction mean free path thick. The
pions and kao~s which were produced in ~he interactions traversed a
tunnel ~ 5xlO 0- long (tic - 1.7 x 10- s) and the neutrinos gener
ated in the decay of the mesons passed thr~gh a detector of cross
sectional area 1(r4 ca2 and depth ~ 1.5 x 10 em (llc .. 5><10-S s).
The detectors were sensitive to electrons and gamma rays and the
cascades produced by the elastically scattered electrons were de
tected. In such a neutrino beaa there would be a finite fluence of
\IT also. generated mainly through the decay of FF mes~ns which are
produced with roughly the same cross section as the DD mesons viz.
"FJr '" 00Ir • 100 IJb. Pollowing the detailed discussion of Albright
et al., we estimate the differential spectrum of \/T + vT in the de
tector to be given by

F(E) .. 3xlOI l exp(-E/21.6 GeV)/GeV for E > 10 GeV

corresponding to the early radiation dominated era and the later
times da-inated by non-relativistic matter. respectively.

This translates into the result 1:oIm\/ c2 < 4xlO-19 sleV or
1:o/mvIc

2 > 7xIO-7 s/eV. again display~ in Fig. 1. But in view of
Eq. ( ).

(31)

(36)

1032 f mc
2

) -0.45 -3
1 MeV cm

2
SXI09(~)0.S OK

1 MeV

Zd) .. 2.sxI09( mc
2

)O.S
1 MeV

To/mvrc2 > 7><10-7 sleV •

T
d

..

(1 +

n
d

..

rt nd {I + Z(t,)}3
nyC> Ey,t) .. J

t
. 1:

0
1 + Z(t

d)
181n

exp{-(t' - t d ) / 1: - 0 en ft [1 + Z(t,,)]3 dt"} dt'. (3S)
o Y 0 t'

Here, t in is defined through the equation Eo[l + Z(t)] .. Ey[l +
Z(tmin)T. The total absorption cross sections of y-rays, Oy .. 20 mb
and, the Presen~ day mean density of hydrogen in the universe.
np s 3xIO-6 0--. In evaluating Eq. (6), it is convenient to use
the empirical fits

[1 + Z(t)] = 5xI09 t- VZ (relativistic);

(1 + Z(t)] " 1012 t- zA (non-relativistic) (39)

The radiative decay of
2the

neutrinos (\I" Y + x) would yield gamma
rays of energy Eo '" (mv - -i)/2~1 " 11\,/2 and these gamma rays will
suffer reduction in density due fo effects of expansion and absorp
tion mainly through the creation of e+e- pairs; their density at any
time t » td is given by

Limits from COSlllOlogical He and D Abundances
Within the framework of the so-called "standard lIIodel" of the

expanding universe,34 neutrinos of mass in excess of 1 MeV go out of
thermodynamic equilibrium very early and, as shown by Lee, Weinberg
and Dicus et al., their density is controlled by a competition be
tween production through a variety of channels and loss through
annihilation. 5,16 Then at a temperature Td corresponding to a red
shift Z, they decouple with a density nd and their subsequent evolu
tion is controlled merely by expansion and possible decay. An em
pirical fit to the detailed calculations in the mass range 10 MeV <
IIvc2 < 1 GeY yields

(34)
s 10 GeV• 0
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where 5th is a factor which takes into account departures from

1

l
I
I
i

j

2 mvT 1.2 17 2
Tim\lTc > (1 MeV) S(II\1T) 10 secleV for 1I\1-r > 20 MeV/c (44)

since.the flux of background y-rays falls off as Eyl •2 at high
energles.

Limits from Radiation Background Below'" 20 eV

Now, notice that our ar~UIIents 50 far have precluded all values
of TQ/m\lT shorter than '" 101 f,eV. This lleans that if m\lT > 10 eV..
it wlll survive longer than 10 s, the present age of the universe.
Further, since the universe is transparent to photons up to a red
shift of '" 100, i.e., t • 1015 5, the decay of neutrinos of II > 10- 2
eV will generate a background of radiftion in the universe. By
attributing the observed background radiation to the decay of the
cosmological neutrinos, we can set a lower limit to the lifetime of
the neutrinos. Noticing that neutrinos of such IIasses would have
slowed down to non-relativistic velocities furing the expansion of
the universe and following the analysis gf Cowsik,ll De Rujula and
Glashow,26 Stecker27 and §imble et al.,2 we ahow in Fig. 1 the con
straint that To/.vt > 102 sleV at m\lor • 1 eV and the limit in
creases as '" l eXPl.c2/4 eV) as the radiation background decreases
exponentially. The limits are shown only up to a IIaSs of '" 35 eVtc2

since larger masses are excluded unconditionally in any case.
The Limits on the Mass of the Tau Neutrino
The discussions in the previous sections have established that

the lifetime of \IT is 50 long that the large nuabers produced in the
Big Band survive until today with their densities aerely reduced by
expansion of the universe. As discussed extensively before, if
these neutrinos are IIassive, they would dominate the graVitational
interactions in the universe. Following Lee and Weinbergl 5 and
Dicus et al.,16 the .ass region 1 MeV to 2 GeV is excluded and the

thermodynamic equilibr~um. Taking 5th '" 1 w5 estimate
S(mc2 < 2kT) ~ I, S(.~ • 5kT) ~ 0.125, S(mc • 10kT) • 3,5xIO-3 and
S(mc2 • 20kT) ~ 5xlO-. Now should the \IT decay radiatively with an
extremely short lifetime, then its energy will be fed back into the
core and would be reradiated as \Ie and \I~. But if the lifetime is
such that the decay takes i~ace in the outer mantle between the
radii of '" 107 CII and '" 10 CII the decay energy will heat up the
mantle and will appear as kinetic energy of the debris' Obgsrvation
ally the debris has kinetic energies in the i1nge 10 - 10 !rgs
and this precludes To/av in the range'" 10- sleV to '" 3x10- sleV
for m\lT below'" 100 MeV. t These regions are shown in Fig. 3.

Further, once Tr/m.) c2 is longer than'" 10- 6 sleV, the neutrinos
emitted from the superno~ae will decay sufficiently far away from
the core for the y-rays to be observable. These y-rays will have
energies • ~ c 2 0i • ~T • 5 MeV, whichever is larger, and our
earlier discuslions yield the result that

2 17 2Tif&v.rc > 10 sleV for Jav.r < 20 MeVlc

and

(43)

(41)

(42)

(40)

T '" to syn

for T > to u

for

~ 2xI024 T-l M- 2. 85
o

Assuaing that the reductions in the abundances are not substantial,
Eq. (9) yields the results: for II\1Tc2 in the range 10 MeV to 250 MeV

T < 50 5 or T > 3xl024 .-2.85 •
o 0

This region of restriction is again indicated in Fig. 1.
Limits froll Studies of Supernovae
In a stellar collapse leading to a supernova explosion the core

reaches temperatures of the order of !0-20 MeV and radiates away the
gravitational binding energy of '" 105 ei~s in the form of neutri
005. 58-60 As previously discussed by us and later by Falk and
Schr..,14 the observations of gamma-ray astronomy and the fact that
they "do evolve by rapid loss of energy in sOlie form" allows one to
further restrict the radiative decay of the neutrinos. In estimat
ing the ..ission of \IT we should keep in mind that as with \I , only
the processes involving neutral currents would be operative ~n the
production process. These would be further suppressed if m"T > 10
MeV by a factor 5 which is' approximately given by

[
,{,2 2 2 4

5t h l[exp c ..~ • c + 1]-1 dp
o

r: p2[exp if + 1]-1 dp

t

1nA ~ - Ju cad n (> E-,t) dt
t p. Y I
syn

where t s • 300 s and tu • 1018 5 the present age of the universe.
We can ~e the value of the integral in Eq. (8) small enough to be
acceptable either by cboosing TO s t syn or by choosing it very long,
TO ~ tu. In these regions, we have

-InA ~ 5xI08 .-2.85 e-tsyn/T
o

Now OD.d' the cross section for the photodissociation of D and
He is '" 2 lib !~ve the threshold energy ET of '" 4 MeV and '" 20 MeV,
respectively. These cross sections are sufficiently large to pro
duce substantial changes in composition before the thermalization of
y-rays. The effects of the photodissociation on the D and He abun
dance are indeed very complicated and have many interesting ramifi
cations. But for the purposes of limiting the radiative decay of \IT
we shall .erely deBBDd that the change effects in the abundance sub
sequent to the collpletion of nucleosynthesis at t

SYII
not be substan

tial. The 10garitMic change in the abundance A oJ: either nucleus
is
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region 35 eV ~ 1 MeV is excluded by the neutri~~ density estimates
of Cowsik and McCIeiland9 and Szalay and Marx. Thus we conclude

~c2 < 35 eV • (45)

For reasons of comparison, we have drawn a line which passes
through the muon mass and lifetime and scaling as m-6 as expected in
most models.

Thus, we have shown that the lifetime of v~ is longer than the
age gf the universe, which enables us to use the dynamical effec~s

of cosmologically. generated neutrinos to show that mv~ < 35 eV/c •
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